
Junior Infants: 

Literacy-  

Just Phonics p.87+88; Continue with dictation of words from word lists and constant revision of 

sounds and tricky words. 

Rainbow p.56+57 Reader:  Fun at the Park- Story ‘Emma’s Kite’- can access online at 

http://my.cjfallon.ie   

Maths-  

Home School links 17 Money 

Homework book all pages up to and including p.37 

SESE- Our Explore with me theme this month is Space. In geography, we are going to be learning 

about the sun, the moon and the stars. We are also exploring the differences between day and 

night. In history, we are going to be listening to a story about Neil Armstrong- he was the first man 

to walk on the moon! In science, we can blast off to outer space (away from COVID19) on our own 

personal rockets that children can make from junk art materials (recyclable items at home) 

Geography p.49 

History p.50 

Science p.51 

PE  

Joe Wicks/ Daily Mile/ Any exercise you like outside in the lovely weather 

Aistear: 

Exploratory play- make ‘moon sand’ by combining approx. one part baby oil to four parts flour.Ypur 

child can shape and mould the moon sand using their hands, buckets, playdough cutters, scoops. 

Creative play- Design and make a kite. Provide them with a range of materials. Allow them to go 

outside and test their kite. 

Socio-dramatic play- A tea part.  

Constructive play- Build a rocket. Provide your child with boxes and other recycled materials to 

make the rocket. 

STEM Challenge: Build your name in 3D. (see example below) 

 

 

 



Senior Infants: 

Literacy-  

Jolly Phonic Pupil book 3: p.29-30 Words and Sentences, Comprehension (see lesson plans below) 

Rainbow p.62-63 

Maths-  

Mental maths p.58-59; 86 

Home School links 18 Money 

Homework book all pages up to and including pages on Money 

SESE- Our Explore with me theme this month is Space. In geography, we are going to be learning 

about the sun, the moon and the stars. We are also exploring the differences between day and 

night. In history, we are going to be listening to a story about Neil Armstrong- he was the first man 

to walk on the moon! In science, we can blast off to outer space (away from COVID19) on our own 

personal rockets that children can make from junk art materials (recyclable items at home) 

Geography p.49 

History p.50 

Science p.51 

PE  

Joe Wicks/ Daily Mile/ Any exercise you like outside in the lovely weather 

 

Aistear: 

Exploratory play- make ‘moon sand’ by combining approx. one part baby oil to four parts flour.Ypur 

child can shape and mould the moon sand using their hands, buckets, playdough cutters, scoops. 

Creative play- Design and make a kite. Provide them with a range of materials. Allow them to go 

outside and test their kite. 

Socio-dramatic play- A tea part.  

Constructive play- Build a rocket. Provide your child with boxes and other recycled materials to 

make the rocket. 

STEM Challenge: Build your name in 3D. (see example below) 

 

 



1st Class: 

Literacy-  

Jolly Grammar: Spellings /ou/ sound; Grammar Alphabetical order (please see lesson plans below) 

Rainbow p.77-78 (Core reader 3: The School Trip story ‘The St. Patricks Day Jumper’ available on 

http://my.cjfallon.ie   

Maths-  

Mental maths p.58-59; 86 

Home School links 23 Capacity 

Shadow book all pages up to and including pages on Capacity 

SESE- Our Explore with me theme this month is Space. In geography, we are going to be learning 

about the sun, the moon and the stars. We are also exploring the differences between day and 

night. In history, we are going to be listening to a story about Neil Armstrong- he was the first man 

to walk on the moon! In science, we can blast off to outer space (away from COVID19) on our own 

personal rockets that children can make from junk art materials (recyclable items at home) 

Geography p.49 

History p.50 

Science p.51 

PE  

Joe Wicks/ Daily Mile/ Any exercise you like outside in the lovely weather 

Aistear: 

Exploratory play- make ‘moon sand’ by combining approx. one part baby oil to four parts flour.Ypur 

child can shape and mould the moon sand using their hands, buckets, playdough cutters, scoops. 

Creative play- Design and make a kite. Provide them with a range of materials. Allow them to go 

outside and test their kite. 

Socio-dramatic play- A tea part.  

Constructive play- Build a rocket. Provide your child with boxes and other recycled materials to 

make the rocket. 

STEM Challenge: Build your name in 3D. (see example below) 

 

 

 


